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Abstract—The Onboard Autonomous Science Investigation System (OASIS) evaluates geologic data gathered by a planetary rover. This analysis is used to prioritize the data for transmission, so that the data with the highest science value is transmitted to Earth. In addition, the onboard analysis results are used to identify science opportunities. A planning and scheduling component of the system enables the rover to take advantage of the identified science opportunity. OASIS is a NASA-funded research project that is currently being tested on the FIDO rover at JPL for the use on future missions.

In this paper, we provide a brief overview of the OASIS system, and then describe our recent successes in integrating with and using rover hardware. OASIS currently works in a closed loop fashion with onboard control software (e.g., navigation and vision) and has the ability to autonomously perform the following sequence of steps: analyze gray scale images to find rocks, extract the properties of the rocks, identify rocks of interest, retask the rover to take additional imagery of the identified target and then allow the rover to continue on its original mission.

We also describe the early 2004 ground test validation of specific OASIS components on selected Mars Exploration Rover (MER) images. These components include the rock-finding algorithm, RockIT, and the rock size feature extraction code. Our team also developed the RockIT GUI, an interface that allows users to easily visualize and modify the rock-finder results. This interface has allowed us to conduct preliminary testing and validation of the rock-finder’s performance.

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the first objectives discussed in A Renewed Spirit of Discovery: The President’s Vision for U.S. Space Exploration, is to “Implement a sustained and affordable human and robotic program to explore the solar system and beyond.” A major component of the in-situ, robotic exploration program will include the effective utilization of rovers on planetary surfaces.

In-situ exploration of a new rocky planet (or satellite) generally begins with the study of its geology, as rocks are excellent recorders of planetary history. While the 1976 Viking mission landers offered striking insights into the history of Mars, their geologic investigation capabilities were limited to the length of their robotic arms (see Figure 1), and the view of their cameras.

In 1997, the Mars Pathfinder mission provided the first rover, Sojourner, to ever travel upon another planetary surface. The farthest radial distance that Sojourner traveled (see Figure 2) was a little over 12 meters on Sol 74, and the total distance traveled during its lifetime was about 100 meters. More importantly for the following discussion, the longest traverse Sojourner made in one sol (a Martian day)
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3 See http://mars4jpl.nasa.gov/MPF/rovercom/rofaq.html#faq1 for a table listing Sojourner’s technical accomplishments.
was a little over 7 meters on Sol 32. The last signal received from the rover was on Sol 83, signaling the end of a mission that lasted 12 times longer than its design lifetime of seven days (http://solarsystem.nasa.gov/missions).

Figure 1: The robotic arm of the Viking 2 Lander extends to collect a sample of soil for analysis. Credit: NASA. JPL Planetary Photojournal ID number: PIA00145.

Figure 2: Various images of the Sojourner rover shot by the Pathfinder cameras have been placed into this panorama. Since the camera’s position was consistent, it is possible to see these images of the rover in the context of the entire landscape. This provides a visual, snapshot record of the rover’s travels. Panorama made available by Dr. Carol Stoker, NASA AMES.

The 2004 Mars Exploration Rovers (MER), Spirit and Opportunity, are currently acting as geological assistants to the remote human scientists back on Earth. They are directed to travel to a science site and are then instructed to visit rocks of interest and perform various scientific measurements on them. This is a slow and tedious process due to round-trip communication time, transmission bandwidth, and transmission opportunity constraints.

On April 17, 2004, Opportunity set a new one-sol driving record of 140.9 meters (462 feet) on Sol 82 of its extraordinary mission. This record is unlikely to survive the end of the MER mission. As of September 3, 2004, Spirit had traveled over 3,600 meters (see Figure 3) and had already survived 148 sols past its 90 day design lifetime.

This hardware durability and increased mobility has forever changed the expectations and future requirements for rover operations. Long, extended missions make it expensive and difficult to maintain a fully staffed operations team. Besides cost, other concerns that lengthy in-situ missions raise include the physical and mental toll on the scientists, engineers and their families.
Scientists are starting to acknowledge the benefit that autonomous operations might bring to the table and are now requesting “smarter” rovers with a greater capability for autonomy for future missions.

There are a number of autonomous rover capabilities currently in development for future in-situ missions. One key capability, autonomous onboard science, continues to grow in importance as rover travel distances continue to dramatically increase. OASIS [1, 2], an Onboard Autonomous Science Investigation System, is a JPL-managed project designed to maximize mission science on rover missions with long traverses.

OASIS is designed to operate onboard a rover during a long traverse. It analyzes geologic data the rover gathers, and then prioritizes the data based on criteria set by the science team. At the next opportunity for transmitting data back to Earth, the data is already prioritized — ensuring that the most valuable data is sent first.

As OASIS is working to prioritize the data, it is also searching for specific targets it has been told to find by the science team. If one of these targets is found, it is identified as a new science opportunity and a “science alert” is sent to the planning and scheduling component of OASIS. After reviewing the rover’s current operational status to ensure that it has enough resources to complete its traverse and act on the new science opportunity, OASIS changes the command sequence of the rover.

The rover is instructed to stop its current traverse, locate the rock that triggered the science alert, and take additional data (e.g., color image, closer grayscale image, spectrometer reading) on that rock. Once it has completed this additional measurement, the rover reverts back to its original plan and continues on its traverse.

This science alert scenario has now been effectively demonstrated in a closed loop fashion with control software.
that is already onboard. This successful demonstration of OASIS, however, did not come without a price. A large investment of time and troubleshooting had to be supplied to integrate OASIS with the hardware and the hazard avoidance, position estimation and control software components. This paper will outline lessons learned from this experience.

Integration of OASIS onto a rover is a key step toward validating the technology for a future mission; however, it is just one step forward in a very long validation journey. Another validation effort under way is the rigorous performance testing of RockIT, the OASIS rock-finding algorithm.

During the validation of RockIT, it became clear that some type of graphical user interface (GUI) was needed for scientists to interact with RockIT and begin their evaluation of the software. OASIS developed a GUI that permitted scientists to quickly visualize and edit the rock-finder results. This new GUI allowed the scientists and the OASIS team to conduct preliminary testing and validation of the rock-finder’s performance.

RockIT is being evaluated on how accurately it finds rocks in grayscale images using the three different performance criteria detailed in this paper. RockIT is tested against images that are taken from a number of various images sets – Mars Yard (which is a test environment that is similar to Mars) images taken by the FIDO rover at JPL, field test images taken by FIDO in the Arizona desert, and microscopic imaging data that have been transmitted to Earth by the MER rovers. Once the rocks (or grains in the case of the microscopic imager) have been found, they are sent to a rock size feature extraction code that can quickly output rock size distribution data for geologists.

In the past year, significant progress has been made on advancing the robustness of the OASIS system; to put this progress in perspective, however, an overview of the OASIS system and its desired autonomous capabilities is required.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Input</th>
<th>Feature Extraction</th>
<th>Data Analysis/ Prioritization</th>
<th>Results and Reactions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Image data</td>
<td>Image texture</td>
<td>Data analysis and prioritization</td>
<td>Planning/Scheduling for opportunistic science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stereo range map</td>
<td>Albedo</td>
<td>(e.g., look for target signatures)</td>
<td>(Modify rover command sequence)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(rock finder)</td>
<td>Shape</td>
<td>Data summary</td>
<td>Adjust rover command sequence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>List of new science measurement requests</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Science alert</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4 Overview of OASIS System.

Figure 5 Screenshot from RockIT GUI used to provide manual, hand labeling (ground truth) to compare against the rock detector results.

2. OASIS SYSTEM OVERVIEW

To assess and subsequently prioritize the scientific value of a set of collected grayscale images, we must first extract the information found within the images. A geologist in the field gets information about a site by identifying geologic features including the albedo (fraction of incident light that is diffusely reflected from a surface – essentially the brightness of the rock in the image), texture, shape, size, color, and arrangement of rocks, and features of the topography such as layers in a cliff face. The geologist analyzes and assesses this data, and then takes some action based on the analysis, such as taking a sample or taking some additional measurement of an interesting rock.
In order for scientists to allow an autonomous system to help investigate the traversed region, the system must be able to perform, albeit in a very simple way, these same types of functions. This system thus acts as a geologist’s assistant who helps point out rocks of interest to the geologist.

There are three major components that comprise OASIS:

- **Extract Features from Images**: Enables extraction of features of interest from collected images of the surrounding terrain. This module both locates rocks in the images and extracts rock properties (features) including shape, texture and albedo.

- **Analyze and Prioritize Data**: Uses the extracted features to assess the scientific value of the planetary scene and to generate new science objectives that will further contribute to this assessment. This module consists of three separate prioritization algorithms that analyze the collected data and prioritize the rocks. The results from these three algorithms are then fed into a unified prioritization algorithm that provides two downlink products: a prioritized list of images for downlink and a table that summarizes all of the rocks found on the traverse. A new set of observation goals is also generated to gather further data on rocks that either conform to the pre-set specifications by the science team, or are so novel in comparison to the other rocks, that another data measurement may be required.

- **Plan and Schedule New Command Sequence**: Enables dynamic modification of the current rover command sequence (or plan) to accommodate new science requests from the data analysis and prioritization module. A continuous planning approach is used to iteratively adjust the plan as new goals occur, while ensuring that resource and other operation constraints are met.

### 3. Hardware Integration

**Integration with CLARA\text{\textregistered}**

To test OASIS with rover hardware, our approach has been to integrate with the CLARA\text{\textregistered} robotic architecture [3]. CLARA\text{\textregistered} is a unified and reusable robotic software architecture that simplifies the integration of new technologies onto different robotic platforms. For this testing, the OASIS rockfinder and planning and scheduling software were directly integrated with CLARA\text{\textregistered} and handled interaction with other key CLARA\text{\textregistered} elements that were required to run with rover hardware. Other pieces of OASIS (such as feature extraction) are planned for integration in later years. Through this integration, the OASIS system interacted with several technologies provided by CLARA\text{\textregistered}, which operate on-board the rover. These software components are locomotion, position estimation, navigation and stereo vision processing.

The locomotion module coordinates a set of motors to steer and drive the rover’s wheels, enabling the rover to move across the terrain. The FIDO rover, which was used for current development and testing of OASIS, is a six wheeled vehicle with all wheel steering and driving enabling the rover to turn in place, drive in straight lines and in arcs and perform crab maneuvers in which the rover moves sideways while facing forward.

As the rover traverses across the landscape, position estimation software attempts to estimate the rover’s current location and orientation relative to a global reference frame. Varying sand texture results in different amounts of wheel sinkage, which in turn, results in variance in the effective wheel radius of the rover. In addition, the rover often encounters rocks of varying sizes, shapes and textures which result in wheel slippage as it drives over the rocks. The position estimation algorithm in the current system uses an IMU (Inertial Measuring Unit) to estimate rover attitude (roll, pitch, and heading) and wheel odometry to estimate linear velocity. The IMU helps detect slippage that could not be detected with wheel odometry alone.

OASIS uses the estimated position to determine the locations of rocks in the world so that, if an interesting rock is identified, a science alert can be created with the appropriate coordinates. Estimating rover position is a challenging problem given the nature of the terrain. While position estimation error can be quite difficult to deal with for many aspects of autonomous software, in practice, the OASIS system has been found to be highly robust to this type of error. Typically, estimation error gradually accumulates as the rover traverses. OASIS can usually detect rocks in an image, identify rock locations and alert the planner of interesting rocks before significant position estimation error has accumulated. Therefore, when the planner acts on the science alert, even if the global position estimate is off, the current position estimate is highly accurate relative to the estimated locations of the interesting rock.

Navigation software is used to guide the rover to a goal location while avoiding obstacles. OASIS uses the Morphin navigation system developed at Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) [4]. As part of the hazard avoidance algorithm, the navigator acquires stereo images from the rover hazard cameras to detect obstacles in the rover’s path. The front hazcam images (as opposed to images from the rear hazcams) are also passed to the OASIS rock detection process, running in a separate thread.
Both the navigator and the OASIS rock detection algorithm make use of the JPL stereo vision package to acquire range data for the hazard camera images. The navigator uses stereo processing to generate a point cloud representing the terrain around the rover. OASIS uses range data to determine the locations of identified rocks. Rocks are first located in a coordinate frame relative to the center of the rover and then translated into the global reference frame using the current position estimate.

OASIS component run times on FIDO

As part of our testing, we gathered preliminary statistics on the run time of key OASIS components. While we have not spent significant time optimizing the performance of these components, the numbers provide a general idea of current performance and provide a reference to track future improvements. In a representative run, the OASIS rockfinder processed 11 hazcam images resulting in 5 science alerts being sent to the planner. The rockfinder was run on a 233 Mhz Pentium processor running VxWorks 5.5 with 128 MB of RAM. Rockfinder took an average of 53 seconds to process each image and found about 9 rocks per image with a total of 103 rocks being identified for the 11 images. The OASIS feature extraction component was run on a 930 Mhz Pentium processor running Linux 2.4 with 256 MB of RAM. For the current tests, albedo and shape information were extracted for each rock. For the 11 images processed, feature extraction averaged 0.5 seconds per image. The planning and scheduling component ran on a 2.5 GHz Pentium processor running Linux 2.4 with 1 GB of RAM. In handling the 5 science alerts, the planner spent an average of 6 seconds generating a plan for each alert.

Lessons learned

Integrating and testing with hardware and required control software (e.g., for navigation) introduced a number of challenges. In this section, we will briefly outline a few of the key lessons learned during this process. One primary challenge was that the testing and demonstration of our onboard science system required a number of underlying components to properly perform and support our software. An important lesson for running testing with rover hardware is that a significant amount of time must be allocated to tune and test supporting software and hardware components. Though the majority of supporting components were provided through CLARAty, many had not been run through extensive testing in the environment that we wished to demonstrate OASIS. In particular, many of the elements had been individually tested but not tested working as a completely integrated system.

Some key components that we spent a large amount of time testing for our use include the FIDO rover cameras, navigation software and position estimation software. This process was further complicated when supporting software had large numbers of tunable parameters, such as the Morphin navigator, which has over 40 user-settable parameters. And since some supporting software had only been tested in certain environments or exercised in unit testing, our testing process also uncovered several problems (or bugs) in supporting software that had not been previously discovered. In the future, we hope to have more access to the people who developed the supporting technology and have direct support in correctly tuning their application for our needs. However, since this will not always be the case, we expect future work with hardware testing to consistently require time for tuning supporting technology.
The performance metrics of Recall and Precision are calculated for each of the two scoring methods. Recall is the fraction of hand labeled rocks found by the detector, \( \text{Recall} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN} \). Recall captures how well the algorithm does at detecting rocks with no penalty for false detections, that is, what percentage of the actual rocks are identified. Precision is the fraction of total rocks detected that appear in the hand labeled set,

\[ \text{Precision} = \frac{TP}{TP + FP}. \]

Precision captures the degree to which the detector finds only rocks; precision is the percentage of objects identified by the rock finder as rocks that are truly rocks. A high precision directly corresponds to a low false alarm rate. Figure 6 shows the precision results for 110 Mars Yard hazcam images taken by FIDO.

The two scoring methods show similar results. The average precision per image using the center matching method was 89%, while the average precision using the overlap method was 87%. 83 images had higher than 90% precision. Our recall results will follow in a future publication.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Future Work

OASIS will continue development work on RockIT, the autonomous rock-finder, and will address occlusion identification and correction. Additional RockIT work includes the preconditioning of illuminated and shadowed regions of the image for the stereo algorithm.

Since gray-scale images were used in the rock finder, when a rock occludes another, it appears that these two rocks are a single rock. The distinction is apparent when range
information is used, as there will be a discontinuity of the depth map. This process requires a stereo-based segmentation of the scene to handle the three-dimensional nature of the occlusion vs. the two-dimensional objects needed to obtain intensity or texture segmentation. Stereo relies on texture matching to perform correspondences between images, which eventually lead to triangulations and range estimation.

The data analysis component will be expanded to perform atmospheric analysis based on image frames. In the images, we will analyze the sky to estimate atmospheric conditions, particle densities and atmospheric rates of change.

In the planning and scheduling component of OASIS, a more difficult opportunistic science scenario will be explored. OASIS can currently re-task the rover to turn in place and take a grayscale image of the new science target generated by the onboard data analysis unit. Future work will have the rover leave its traverse path and approach the new science target to take a science measurement.

For this type of request, the planner will evaluate what new science observations can be performed given current rover resources and state. This process will involve weighing new science observation priorities against priorities of already scheduled operations and interacting with onboard navigation software to evaluate new path options. To this end we will employ optimization techniques to evaluate potential schedule changes and generate a schedule that meets as many high priority science requests as possible.

Conclusions

Autonomous rovers can never replace human geologists on the surface of another planetary body. Humans have remarkable pattern recognition skills and can quickly accumulate large amounts of geological data over a wide area of coverage. Steve Squyres, Athena Science Payload Principal Investigator for the MER mission, has stated that human geologists take 40 seconds to evaluate a geological feature that a rover would take a day to complete\(^5\).

But human geologists are not yet on Mars and have yet to establish a sustained lunar presence. Rovers, therefore, are useful assistants to geologists, and autonomous capabilities that can maximize the science data gathered and transmitted back to Earth can only enhance that usefulness. The goal of the OASIS project is to provide scientists with these autonomous capabilities. Significant progress has been made in developing autonomous pattern recognition skills for the rover and integrating these skills with other control systems. Validation of these skills is ongoing, and has been greatly assisted by the development of the RockIT GUI.

As humans finally reach Mars, smart rovers will still be useful assistants, but their role will morph into a more collaborative one – where geologists can interact directly with the rover. Rovers can be especially valuable for exploring dangerous areas like the narrow crevasses of caves or canyon systems, where the risk to human life is great. Autonomous analysis of science data will continue to play an important role in these new exploration environments.
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